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Years 

I’m now back in town from initially being in the wilds of Penang, Malaysia for a bit over a week, well would you 

believe sitting under the shade of a tree by the pool at The Golden Sands, Batu Ferringhi and walking up the road 

to Penang Hard Rock Café drinking Tiger beer.  Yes, a change is as good as a holiday, Oh well I guess it was a 

holiday.   

 

Having spoken to Craig the bus driver again the Big Bus is all lined up for the trip to Coffs 

again so we can once more travel in comfort but we have a lack of players and 

supporters lined up at this stage.  I’m sure that will improve now that the hockey 

season is in full swing so don’t be shy in putting your name down and throwing the first 

lazy $ 100 into the account to ensure your seat on the bus as we plan for it to be bigger and better than ever. 

Now for the part that I really like and which I learnt from the master:  The common questions once again?  Has 

the hockey season started? Yep, the hockey season has started, so, it must be time to learn the ABC again… 

A. = annoy 

B. = badger 

C. = cajole 

I particularly like the ability to “Badger” as it has a nice ring to it and I have a new Badger 

  caricature  

In case you forgot what it means to Badger I’ll say it one more time:   

The A, B, C clock is still ticking so it must be time to Badger everyone to get more people on the bus for the trip to 

Coffs.  Here we go: 

A. = annoy 

B. = badger – Verb (used with object)  

To harass or urge persistently; pester; nag. + plus a whole lot of other words if you want me to go on. 

As promised in the last newsletter, I have the new venue lined up for lunch on Saturday afternoon and have 

included a sneak peak from inside looking out to keep you guessing as to the venue but all will be revealed in due 

course and I’m sure that you will like it as it has food, cold beer etc. 



 

 

In between, all the excitement of the trip to Coffs will be a few hockey games, accommodation, return bus trip, a 

couple of breakfasts, a couple of lunches and you will get a very exclusive walkout shirt.  Lastly a gift courtesy of 

the 2016 Putters Club who came back with moneys, almost unheard of from the past experiences.                                         

If you went last year or any time in the previous two & half decades + one you know the drill, i.e. DO NOT 

LOSE YOUR NEWSLETTER, because the following information is important! 

This year the weekend is: 27 to 29th October 2017 

We depart: Newcastle Hockey Centre at 10.00 am 27th October 17 

We return: Around 8.00 pm 29.10.17 to the Hockey Centre 

Now back to business, it’s that time of year again when you need to dig into your pockets to well, here we are 

again thinking of the end of season trip to Coffs Harbour and the encounter with the arch enemy from across the 

border, Commercials Hockey Club.  

All this for a cost of: 

$450 per person – $200 deposits would be great but I will take $100 now to book/order 

the accommodation, bus and shirts. First in with deposits are on the bus. Don’t be late or 

you might miss out. 

 

Monies can be deposited at: 

The Greater Newcastle Building Society 

BSB -637000 

A/C number – 720797682  

Please include your name on the deposit. 

Note: If you are required to place a name on the account from your bank or 

financial institution then it is as follows:  Rod Schimann 

I would like 30 definite starters and I would like to know some names:  No later than 28th May 17 

Col Doyle – The Apprentice 

(M) 0422 965 991 

Now for a little nostalgia from 10 years ago to finish off:   Newsletter Master – from “The Don” in 2007: 



 

 


